1. Introduction. With X a compact Hausdorff space, let C(A) denote the Banach algebra of continuous scalar valued functions on X, with scalars either the real or the complex numbers, and with the usual pointwise operations and uniform norm. Let ft be a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing constant functions, and complex conjugate functions in the complex case. We are concerned with the set ö^ft) of all positive bounded projections in C(X) onto fixed range space ft.
It has been shown by Birkhoff [l] and others [2; 3] that the members of ö>(ft) are averaging operators, in the sense ßifug) = ipf)ißg), f, gECiX), with structure of the following type. Subalgebras ft of the kind specified correspond 1-1 to upper semicontinuous decompositions of X into closed equivalence classes, the equivalence classes for a given ft consisting of the sets whose points are not separated by the functions in ft. A given juGö'(a) determines for each equivalence class a regular Borel probability measure living on the equivalence class and for each fE C(A) the value of pf on an equivalence class is obtained by averaging/ over the equivalence class with respect to the associated measure.
As it turns out, ö>(ß) is a bounded convex set and we are interested in the extreme point properties of this convex set. Generalizing a result of Davis [4] , we characterize the extreme points of ö>(ß) as those positive projections which are algebraic homomorphisms of C(X) onto ft. Examples are given where (i) ö>(ß) is empty (ii) nonempty ö>(ß) has no extreme points (iii) nonempty G>(ß) has a few extreme points but is larger than their convex hull (iv) nonempty ff'(ft) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. Situation (iv) obtains, in particular, when X is the extremally disconnected Stone space of a finite measure algebra.
Preliminaries.
Let <f> denote the equivalence in X associated with ft. That is, xi(f>x2 if and only if g(xi)=g(x2) for all gGß. The quotient space Y = X/<f> of equivalence classes is compact Hausdorff and the canonical continuous mapping ir: X->Y is closed. The subalgebra ft is isometrically algebraically isomorphic to C( F) under the 1-1 correspondence p: CiY)-+(X defined by 
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We represent the conjugate space C*(X) of bounded linear functional on C(X) as the space of regular bounded scalar valued (signed) Borel measures on X, with total variation norm. We denote by X the cr-field of Borel subsets of X. We denote by (/, X) the value (/, X)=ff(xMdx) of XGC*(X) at fEC(X).
Proof of the following representation theory for members of (P(ft) appears in [l; 2; 3]; we use the notation of Wright [3] . (0 «f(*)-(f. <0=//(*>«(<**'), xexjec(X),
(ii) <r: Y->C*(X) is continuous with the C(X) (weak*) topology
3. Extreme points. A cross section of the mapping it: X-> Y is any continuous function j: Y->X such that ity is the identity mapping on F. When the measure cry of (2) is concentrated at a single point y(y)E.Tt~ly for each yG F then 7: Y-*X is a cross section of it, from (2.ii) and (2.iii). The corresponding projection is an algebraic homomorphism of C(X) onto ft; in fact, we have (as noted by Wright [3] ) Theorem 2. The members of (P(ft) which are homomorphisms of C(X) onto ft correspond 1-1 to cross sections of it: X-*Y.
The connection with extreme points is given by Theorem 3. A positive projection pE<P(Q) is an extreme point of (P(ft) if and only if p is an algebraic homomorphism of C(X) onto ft.
Proof. The if part of the statement is due to Wright [3] ; we reproduce the proof for the sake of completeness. Suppose pE<P (6) is a homomorphism.
In representation (2), this becomes (fg, cr") = (/, av)(g, <r"), y G Y,f, gEC(X), which is to say that for each y G F the functional avEC*(X) is a homomorphism of C(X) into the scalars, and onto because (2.iii) implies (1, cr") = l. It is well known that <rv must then be for each y a unit point measure, that is, an extreme point of the set of regular Borel probability measures on X. It follows at once that p is necessarily an extreme point of (P(ft). Conversely, suppose p is an extreme point of (P(ft). We will show that the corresponding <r has the property that for each yE Y and EEX, either cr¡,(£)=0 or cr"(A) = l. It will then follow from well-known arguments that cr" is for each y a homomorphism of C(A) onto the scalars, and hence p a homomorphism onto ß. Suppose to the contrary that 0<<r1/0(Ao) <1 obtains for some yoE F, EoGX. Since cr"0 is a regular Borel probability measure, there exist closed sets AiCAo, F2EE'0, such that <r"0 ( = pf(x + l) = s(x)f(x) +s(x + l)f(x + \), O^x^í, isa positive bounded projection onto ft, as is easily verified. It is not hard to see that the canonical projection ir: X-+Y in this example has no cross sections. It follows from Theorem 3 corollary that (P(ft) has no extreme points.
The mapping it is open in Example 2, where projections exist, and not open in Example 1, where projections do not exist, and Michael [6] has shown that sufficient conditions for (P(ft) to be nonempty are that it be open and X be metric. Openness of it is not necessary for the existence of projections, however, as the next example shows.
Example 3. Nonempty (P(ft) has no extreme points; it is not open. Let X be the interval [0, 2], but now without identifications. Let ft consist of the functions g in C(X) satisfying g(x)=g(x-\-\),
O^xSjl. The equivalence classes are the pairs {x, x+l}, 0<x<l, and the triple {0, 1, 2}. Again, F is a circle; it is no longer open. Projections onto ft exist and have the same form as in Example 2, except that s must now also satisfy s(0) = s(2) = 0. It is still the case that it has no cross sections, whence (P(ft) has no extreme points. (e.g., six) =sin2(l/x)). It is easy to see that it has exactly two cross sections; the corresponding extreme projections are pfix)
-îi\x\), -l=á*=ál, and pfix) -/( -|¡c| ), -lá*íal. The convex hull of these is obviously much smaller than ö^ft). Example 5. Nonempty ö>(ß) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. In a number of applications [3] , X is the Stone space of a finite measure algebra, and in this event ö>(ß) is nonempty and compact in a certain locally convex topology and hence (KreinMilman) the closed convex hull of its extreme points. To be explicit let (0, ï, P) be a finite measure space, and let AM(fl, £r, P) be the Banach algebra of P essentially bounded scalar valued functions on ß. Then £«,(0, ï, P) is isometrically algebraically isomorphic to C(A), where the extremaily disconnected compact Hausdorff space X is the Stone space of the measure algebra ï modulo P null sets. Let g be a given sub-cr-field of 5\ Under the isomorphism of ¿«,(0, 5, P) and C(A), the subalgebra Lxi$l, g, P) of g measurable elements of Lxi2, ï, P) is isomorphic to a closed self-adjoint subalgebra ß of C(X) containing constants.
A positive projection in AM(Q, 5, P) onto AM(n, g, P) (e.g., the conditional expectation operator with respect to g) becomes a positive projection in C(A) onto ß. A proof that (?i<x) is compact in a suitable topology can be obtained as an easy modification of the proof of Theorem 8.4 of reference [3 ] ; we omit the details. Example 6. Nonempty noncompact ö*(ß) is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. Let X be the unit square {(x, y): O^x, y ^ 1}. Let ß consist of the functions of x only. From Theorem 1, each pE<?iCL) has the form pfx, y)=1fofix, y')o-zidy'), where for each 0 ^ x á 1, er* is a regular Borel probability measure on the unit interval. The extreme projections are clearly pfix, y)=fix, yix)), ix, y) EX, where yix) is any function continuous on and satisfying 0ûyix) ^lonO^xíjl.
We will show that any given open weak operator neighborhood A" of any given /¿Gö>(ß) contains a convex combination of extreme projections. Consider the projection ß whose corresponding à is given by J»w = 7TT y + -r Í V^y' + y'h) -^+y'h -QW* Riemann-Stieltjes integration theory shows that pnfix, y) converges to fifix, y) lor each O^x^l and it follows that pnEN" lor large enough re. Thus the convex hull of the extreme projections is dense in (P(ft) in the weak operator topology. To see that (P(ft) is not compact in this topology, consider the sequence p" defined by pnf(x, y) =f(x, yn(x)), where y"(x) =min(rex, 1). This is a Cauchy sequence in the weak operator topology which does not converge to a member of (P(ft); compactness fails because of incompleteness.
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